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Vocal learning is a behavioral trait in which the social and acoustic environment shapes the vocal repertoire of
individuals. Over the past century, the study of vocal learning has progressed at the intersection of ecology,
physiology, neuroscience, molecular biology, genomics, and evolution. Yet, despite the complexity of this
trait, vocal learning is frequently described as a binary trait, with species being classified as either vocal
learners or vocal non-learners. As a result, studies have largely focused on a handful of species for which
strong evidence for vocal learning exists. Recent studies, however, suggest a continuum in vocal learning ca-
pacity across taxa. Here, we further suggest that vocal learning is a multi-component behavioral phenotype
comprised of distinct yet interconnected modules. Discretizing the vocal learning phenotype into its constit-
uent modules would facilitate integration of findings across a wider diversity of species, taking advantage of
the ways in which each excels in a particular module, or in a specific combination of features. Such compar-
ative studies can improve understanding of the mechanisms and evolutionary origins of vocal learning. We
propose an initial set of vocal learning modules supported by behavioral and neurobiological data and high-
light the need for diversifying the field in order to disentangle the complexity of the vocal learning phenotype.
Evolving Definitions of Vocal Learning
The behavioral trait typically studied as ‘‘vocal learning’’ involves

‘‘the influence of auditory information, including feedback, on

vocal development’’ (Nottebohm, 1972). A leading framework

from Janik and Slater (1997, 2000) distinguishes between (1)

comprehension learning, in which an individual can learn to

associate an acoustic signal with an action or an outcome

(e.g., a dog can learn to sit after hearing the word ‘‘sit’’); (2) vocal

usage learning, in which an individual can learn to produce an

innate vocalization in a novel context (e.g., a dog can learn to

bark when prompted); and (3) vocal production learning, in which

an individual’s vocalizations are modified in someway as a result

of social interactionwith other individuals (as if a fictive dog could

learn to repeat the word ‘‘speak,’’ a vocalization not part of this

species’ natural repertoire).

A lingering problem with working definitions of vocal produc-

tion learning is that it is not entirely clear what level of vocal pro-

duction plasticity qualifies a species to cross the ‘‘threshold’’ to

be considered a vocal production learner. How inclusive should

be the set of species that possess the vocal learning trait? In

some taxa, all species are thought to be vocal production
learners (songbirds and parrots) (Nottebohm, 1972). In other

taxa, strong evidence for vocal production learning exists for

only a handful of species within a hugely diverse clade (hum-

mingbirds, cetaceans, bats, and pinnipeds) (Janik and Slater,

1997; Jarvis, 2004). In further cases, the current evidence for

vocal learning rests on more limited or anecdotal evidence

(non-human primates, elephants, mice, rock hyraxes, and subo-

scine bellbirds) (Arriaga et al., 2012; Fischer, 2017; Kershen-

baum et al., 2012; Saranathan et al., 2007; Stoeger and Manger,

2014). In the inbred laboratory mouse, for example, one study

has suggested that there may be evidence for limited vocal plas-

ticity (Arriaga et al., 2012), while other studies demonstrate that

vocalizations are entirely innate (Hammerschmidt et al., 2012,

2015; Mahrt et al., 2013) and that variability in vocal output

across behavioral states may be a byproduct of changes in loco-

motor activity (Blumberg, 1992). This uneven evidential land-

scape presents a conundrum for researchers interested in per-

forming comparative analyses of vocal learning behavior.

Further developing on the concept of vocal production

learning, the continuum hypothesis was proposed (Arriaga

and Jarvis, 2013; Petkov and Jarvis, 2012). The continuum
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Figure 1. Vocal Learning as the Intersection
of Several Component Modules
As a starting point for further discussion of the
modular framework for vocal learning, we propose
three modules, listed here with related concepts
from the broader vocal learning literature. Species
discussed further in this review in relation to each
module include the common marmoset (Callithrix
jacchus, photo credit Leszek Leszczy�nski) for
vocal production variability; warbling antbirds
(Hypocnemis sp., photo credit Joseph Tobias) for
vocal coordination; and the Egyptian fruit bat
(Rousettus aegypticus, photo credit Joel Sartore)
for vocal versatility.
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hypothesis states that with respect to vocal production learning,

species can be ranked according to their vocal learning ability on

a continuous scale ranging from vocal non-learners, through

limited and moderate learners, to complex and high vocal

learners. The most rudimentary or limited form of vocal learning

is stated to be the ability to modify the amplitude and temporal

structure of an innate call. Placed above this is the capacity for

vocal improvisation, which may include spectral modifications,

and at the top are species capable of spectro-temporal modifi-

cation of their vocalizations in order to imitate (or mimic) an ac-

quired acoustic target (Arriaga and Jarvis, 2013). By allowing

for the existence of a gray area between vocal learning and

non-learning, the continuum hypothesis opened the field to

investigation of a broader range of species that would not

meet the strict criteria of Janik and Slater for vocal production

learning, but which might nevertheless provide valuable insight

into the broader mechanisms for vocal control. However, by pro-

posing a fixed set of behavioral and neurobiological criteria by

which species advance along a unidimensional continuum

from low to high, the continuum hypothesis, as originally formu-

lated, makes the implicit assumption that there is a single trajec-

tory along which the evolution of vocal production learning pro-

ceeds. As we discuss here, it is possible that certain features of

vocal production, but not others, could evolve independently to

be influenced by learning in different taxa rather than collectively

moving toward a single end state. Expanding on the insights of

the continuum hypothesis, we suggest that a more comprehen-

sive account of the diversity of vocal learning capacities among

taxa could provide a more complete and unified understanding

of the vocal learning phenotype.

A Modular Hypothesis of Vocal Learning
We propose that rather than a binary or a single continuous trait,

vocal learning represents a multidimensional behavioral trait

(Beecher and Brenowitz, 2005; Lattenkamp and Vernes, 2018;

Wirthlin, 2016) comprised of discrete sub-traits, which we term

modules (Figure 1). Our use of the term module here is inspired
88 Neuron 104, October 9, 2019
by the mosaic model of brain evolution

(Barton and Harvey, 2000; Moore and

DeVoogd, 2017), in which individual

behavioral modules can be independently

targetedbyevolutionary selection. That is,

it may be possible for a species to have a

high degree of complexity in some mod-
ules but not others. We suggest that even if a species is a

‘‘poor’’ vocal learner on average (when considering all modules

combined), it might still be a preferred system for studying the

neurobiology of a single module in which it excels. For example,

the transition from highly variable juvenile vocalizations (e.g.,

babbling) to stereotyped adult vocalizations can be observed

both in excellent canonical vocal learners such as songbirds

(e.g., zebra finch) (Tchernichovski et al., 2001) and also in some

traditionally defined vocal non-learners (e.g., the Japanese quail)

(Derégnaucourt et al., 2009). Both species showadevelopmental

transition from variable to stereotyped calls. However, the quail

doessowithout any imitative learningwhile thesongbird acquires

novel sounds learned from its tutors (Derégnaucourt et al., 2009).

Here, the lack of other features in the quail that are traditionally

attributed to the vocal learning trait is in fact an advantage, allow-

ing studies to focus on a single important component of vocal

development in isolation of others. Similarly, at the neural level,

a species specialized for a given module is advantageous in

that it provides a focused assessment of the neural mechanisms

underlying it. The quail, for example, does not possess the brain

circuitry necessary for vocal imitation yet still retains the neural

components necessary for driving variable juvenile vocalizations.

Thus, it can be used as a precise system for studying that specific

module in isolation from the behavioral to the neural level.

Our modular framework encourages a move toward a more

holistic and inclusive view of this complex trait that incorporates

a greater diversity of species. As with any behavior, vocal

learning does not exist in a vacuum, but rather reflects the

ways in which each species is uniquely adapted to its physical

and social environment and constrained by its particular evolu-

tionary history (Krubitzer and Prescott, 2018). To properly ac-

count for this evolutionary context, comparison of a diverse set

of vocal learning taxa is necessary to distinguish mechanistic

traits shared broadly across vocal learners, which could reflect

fundamental mechanisms for vocal learning (Pfenning et al.,

2014), from lineage-specific traits, which could reflect alternative

mechanisms or unique, taxon-specific elaborations of the vocal



Figure 2. Vocal Coordination
(A) In commonmarmoset antiphonal calling (figure adapted fromMiller andWren Thomas, 2012, photo credit Tina Gunhold-de Oliveira), adults engage in ongoing
bouts of rhythmically coordinated calling (or turn-taking).
(B) Bats use the acoustic reflections of echolocation calls to navigate and detect prey. While flying and foraging in a group context, the echolocation of con-
specifics threatens to ‘‘jam’’ the signal of a caller. To avoid this, the European free-tailed bat (Tadarida teniotis, photo credit Paolo Taranto) dynamically shifts the
timing and pitch of their calls to avoid overlap (blue and red dots indicate the minimum frequency of echolocation calls of two individual bats, adapted from
Ulanovsky et al., 2004).
(C) During vocal duetting, rufous horneros (Furnarius rufus, photo credit Bruno Rennó) tightly coordinate their vocal production. These duets are refined over time
between partners to match a highly structured pattern with subsecond temporal precision (adapted from Laje and Mindlin, 2003).
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learning phenotype (Brenowitz and Beecher, 2005). As a starting

point for further deliberation, we propose three initial modules:

(1) vocal coordination, (2) vocal production variability, and (3)

vocal versatility (Figure 1). We do not claim that these modules

encompass the full diversity of vocal learning-related pheno-

types or mechanisms, but we believe they capture several of

the key known components of this complex trait. In our discus-

sion, we aim to highlight the utility of the modular approach in

diversifying the study of vocal learning.

Module 1: Vocal Coordination
The first proposedmodule refers to the ability of an animal to flex-

ibly modify the temporal production of its vocal output. This may

range from, at its most basic and non-learned state, reflexive

vocal production in response to a stimulus, to predictive vocal
production coordinated with the actions of a partner, to synchro-

nized rhythmic entrainment in which the ongoing temporal vocal

coordination becomes self-guided (Figure 2). In many respects,

this module complements the concept of vocal usage learning

asdefinedbyJanikandSlater (2000),whereina speciesmay learn

toproducea learnedor non-learnedvocalization inanewcontext.

However, vocal coordination as defined here is presented as a

spectrum that would also include vocal usage that is non-learned

on one end, to instances where the temporal parameters of a

vocalization itself may be learned, which would qualify as vocal

production learning under Janik and Slater (2000).

Vocal Coordination Abilities across Species

In its simplest expression, vocal coordination takes the form of

a reflexive response to a stimulus, such as the call-and-

response behavior exhibited by multiple species, with very
Neuron 104, October 9, 2019 89
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limited evidence for plasticity (Ghazanfar and Takahashi, 2014).

More complex forms of vocal coordination can emerge as a

response to different forms of ‘‘jamming’’ in the acoustic environ-

ment. In the example of call alternation, multiple vocalizing indi-

vidualsmay adjust the phase and tempo of their calls in response

to neighboring callers in order to avoid signal interference. This

has been extensively studied in anurans, whose breeding suc-

cess depends on the precise timing of calls to maximize the

chances of their own calls being heard by a potential mate, or

to actively interrupt the calls of their neighbors (Awbrey, 1978;

Grafe, 1996; Zelick and Narins, 1983). A similar phenomenon is

observed in group-foraging bats, where individuals can dynam-

ically coordinate their echolocation calls during flight to avoid

jamming interference (Ulanovsky and Moss, 2008). This may

be achieved through diverse mechanisms, including temporal

synchronization of calls (this module) as well as shifting in the fre-

quency of calls to avoid acoustic overlap (falling under the vocal

versatility module, discussed later) (Obrist, 1995; Ulanovsky

et al., 2004). Here there are interesting mechanistic parallels

with jamming avoidance in the weakly electric fish that present

an example of non-vocal temporal coordination and where the

neurobiological underpinnings have been extensively elucidated

(Bell and Maler, 2005; Heiligenberg, 1977). Importantly, in the

electric fish, the frog, and the bat, the signals are thought to be

innate, yet their temporal structure can be flexibly adjusted in

response to the social and acoustic environment.

Evidence from songbirds suggests that vocal coordination

may represent a distinct module of vocal behavior even in

more adept vocal learners. Although in zebra finches only the

male sings, both sexes produce innate social calls that can be

rhythmically coordinated (Benichov et al., 2016a). In an acoustic

jamming challenge in which the normal timing of a bird’s calls

was interrupted by a vocal robot, the birds displayed rapid

rhythmic adaptation to avoid their calls being disrupted,

demonstrating vocal coordination that is not simply responsive,

but predictive of future calls (Benichov et al., 2016a). Finally, le-

sions targeting the primary song production motor pathway

(comprised of HVC, proper name, as well as RA, the robust nu-

cleus of the arcopallium) impaired the birds’ ability to predictively

coordinate the precise timing of these innate calls. This effect

was found not only in male zebra finches, but also in female

zebra finches—who don’t sing—suggesting that a neuroana-

tomical locus for the precise timing of these calls resides within

the avian song system (Benichov et al., 2016a).

Several animal species, including some traditionally consid-

ered vocal production non-learners, can synchronize the timing

of vocal exchanges with a partner with great degrees of preci-

sion, e.g., antiphonal calling, vocal turn-taking, and duetting

(Benichov et al., 2016b; Pika et al., 2018). In mammals, neotrop-

ical singing mice (Scotinomys sp.) engage in countersinging

behavior that is tightly temporally coordinated, comprised of

simple notes that are identifiable from birth (Campbell et al.,

2014). During countersinging exchanges, the ability to initiate

vocal behavior in response to the proper cue (vocal offset of

the countersinging partner) is impaired by reversible inhibition

of the orofacial primary motor cortex (Okobi et al., 2019), sug-

gesting a cortical basis for the control of this behavior, despite

the spectral parameters of the notes not being learned. Among
90 Neuron 104, October 9, 2019
primates, vocal turn-taking is evident across all the taxonomic

groups (Levinson, 2016). For example, mate-paired gibbons

sing elaborate and extensive duets comprised of complex se-

quences of individually simple calls (Clarke et al., 2006; Elliott,

1981). While the calls themselves appear to be innate, the proper

timing of their duet sequence takes months to develop (Maples

et al., 1989). Importantly, certain aspects of this behavior are

learned during development: in marmosets and humans, turn-

taking behavior is learned over the first few months of life

(Chow et al., 2015). Furthermore, turn-taking is not exclusive to

the vocal domain, being evident also in human sign language

as well as the gestural turn-taking observed in great apes (Levin-

son, 2016). This vocal and gestural coordination in primates has

been proposed as a possible precursor to human speech (Gha-

zanfar and Takahashi, 2014; Levinson, 2016).

Among birds, coordinated vocal exchanges are observed in all

three taxa traditionally considered vocal production learners—

songbirds, parrots, and hummingbirds—but also in vocal non-

learners such as swans, owls, and woodpeckers (Farabaugh,

1982; Hall, 2009). For example, extensive and highly flexible tem-

poral vocal coordination is also observed in suboscine Passer-

ines, the sister taxon of songbirds (i.e., oscine Passerines). The

suboscine clade consists of more than 1,000 species that are

widely regarded as being vocal non-learners on the basis of

deafening and hand-rearing experiments performed in just 3

closely related species of a single family, Tyrannidae (Kroodsma,

1984, 1989; Kroodsma and Konishi, 1991). In other suboscine

families, there is suggestive evidence for learning in the temporal

domain: male long-tailed manakins (suboscine family Pipridae)

develop coordinated duet songs over time as part of their coop-

erative lek-breeding displays (Trainer et al., 2002). Mate-paired

horneros (family Furnariidae) sing a highly structured duet with

a complex rhythmic time signature, in which themale and female

must match and coordinate their tempo with that of their part-

ner’s on a subsecond level (Diniz et al., 2018; Laje and Mindlin,

2003). Pair-living Peruvian warbling antbirds (family Thamnophi-

lidae) not only develop coordinated duets but also display

remarkable temporal vocal flexibility: females will respond to

the signals of unpaired female sexual rivals by jamming their

ownmale partner’s song, which themaleswill attempt to circum-

vent by adjusting the tempo of their own song in order to avoid

jamming interference (Tobias and Seddon, 2009).

Neural Mechanisms of Vocal Coordination

The ability to vocalize, in its least derived state, is controlled by

hindbrain (brainstem) circuits. The brainstem includes primary

motor neurons that innervate the musculature of the vocal appa-

ratus. Similar brainstem circuits for vocalization are found in all

vocalizing vertebrates examined thus far, ranging from vocal-

izing fish and frogs to humans (Bass et al., 2008; Brahic and

Kelley, 2003; J€urgens, 2009; Wild et al., 1997). In the basal con-

dition, patterns of vocal behavior are generated entirely by this

conserved brainstem circuitry and are generated under specific

hormonal, emotional, ormotivational states conveyed via projec-

tions from the hypothalamus and/or amygdala (Cohen and

Cheng, 1982; J€urgens, 2009; Sisneros et al., 2004).

In species that displaymore complex temporal vocal coordina-

tion, higher forebrain structures project onto these hindbrain cir-

cuits to synchronize vocal output with greater facility. As a zebra
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finch sings, neuronal activity in the primary motor output to the

brainstem (nucleusRA) is tightly time-locked to specific songmo-

tifs (Leonardo and Fee, 2005). The temporal encoding of this

ensemble activity derives from descending projections from pre-

motor nucleus HVC (Hahnloser et al., 2002; Nottebohm et al.,

1982). The role of HVC in temporal control over song has been

demonstrated by cooling experiments, in which focal cooling of

HVC leads to an overall slowing of song production, further impli-

cating this nucleus in the temporal aspects of learned song (Long

and Fee, 2008). Further, recordings in HVC of wild songbirds

demonstrate that HVC encodes the temporal pattern not only

for their own part in a coordinated duet but for that of their part-

ner’s as well (Fortune et al., 2011; Hoffmann et al., 2019).

Cortical structureshavebeenspecifically implicated in the tem-

poral coordination of vocal output in humans. As in the zebra

finch, in humans focal cooling of speech-associated premotor

Broca’s area leads to a specific slowdown in overall speech

timing without significant loss in speech quality, while cooling of

speech-associated ventral motor cortex results in a breakdown

in the spectral quality of speech, with little effect on timing

(Longet al., 2016). In thecaseof humanspeech, strokes in various

speech areas can result in ‘‘acquired arrhythmia,’’ the selective

disruption of the ability to reproduce a rhythm or entrain to a

beat, even in cases where rhythmic perception and melodic pro-

duction are unaffected (Fries and Swihart, 1990; Mavlov, 1980).

Electrophysiological recordings during speech indicate that a

high degree of temporal coordination is present within the laryn-

geal/orofacial sensorimotor cortex (Bouchardet al., 2013;Dichter

et al., 2018). Although no single higher-order motor area for tem-

poral processing has been definitively established, available evi-

dence suggests critical involvement of Broca’s area and the sup-

plemental motor area (SMA), with additional roles for the basal

ganglia and cerebellum (Kotz and Schwartze, 2010, 2011).

Taken together, these examples suggest that the vocal coor-

dination module comprises a set of vocal behaviors, including

jamming avoidance, vocal turn-taking, and complex duetting.

Vocal coordination may involve varying degrees of learning,

which are not imitative per se, but which demonstrate clear

mechanistic overlaps with imitative vocal learning: both are

guided by feedback, both can be acquired during a sensitive

period of development, and both may be controlled by overlap-

ping brain centers.

Module 2: Vocal Production Variability and Feedback
The second module relates to how a given species dynamically

changes the acoustic variability of its vocal output, either during

critical periods of development or in adulthood (Doupe and Kuhl,

1999; Tchernichovski et al., 2001; Tramontin and Brenowitz,

2000). During development, vocal patterns may become more

structured and less variable over time, as in the case with other

motor behaviors. In adults, variability in vocal output might

change from moment to moment with behavioral state. At both

timescales, feedback may play a critical role in shaping vocal

behavior. Here too, we suggest that expanding investigation to

a wider diversity of species beyond the canonical vocal learners

may provide valuable insight.

Canonical vocal learning species begin their vocal develop-

ment with a highly variable phase (e.g., vocal overproduction
and babbling), which has been studied extensively in human in-

fants and songbirds (Doupe and Kuhl, 1999) and more recently

in bats and marmosets (Elowson et al., 1998; Knörnschild et al.,

2006; Pistorio et al., 2006). One role of babbling is to promote

vocal exploration, which allows the animal to learn how to use

its vocal apparatus to produce a variety of vocal sounds. In

vocal learners, learning to ‘‘control the instrument’’ is thought

to be an early stage in the process of matching its vocal pro-

duction to an external model (as in song learning). The later

consolidation of vocal sounds is guided by auditory and social

feedback. Feedback can shape vocalizations at multiple levels:

most essential is the role of auditory feedback from the ani-

mal’s own vocalizations (Fehér et al., 2009; Konishi, 1965).

Auditory feedback allows for self-evaluation of production

errors (Gadagkar et al., 2016) and may be influenced by an

external auditory input, sometimes referred to as a sensory

template (Margoliash, 2002). Finally, vocal production variability

may be guided by higher-level social selective pressures. For

example, social feedback from a parent, or from an adult

conspecific, may reinforce the production of a call by its young

in the correct context (Figure 3). It appears, however, that

changes in vocal variability, either during development or

from moment to moment, are not unique to vocal learning spe-

cies, as discussed below.

Vocal Variability with and without Feedback

In its most rudimentary form, vocal development involves an

initial phase of juvenile vocal variability, which largely disappears

by adulthood without an apparent influence of any auditory or

social feedback (Egnor and Hauser, 2004; Janik and Slater,

1997; Kroodsma, 1982). However, the ability to dynamically con-

trol variability during vocal production is not limited to vocal

learners, having been observed in several taxa traditionally

considered vocal non-learners (Elowson et al., 1998; Pistorio

et al., 2006). For example, stages of juvenile vocal variability

resembling the dynamics by which subsong utterances are

transformed into adult syllables and motifs in songbirds have

been observed in quail (Derégnaucourt et al., 2009; Tchernichov-

ski et al., 2001). In juvenile Japanese quail, the precise spectral

and temporal trajectory by which noisy initial calls develop into

adult crows varies greatly between individuals, and yet the

outcome of vocal development is highly similar across individ-

uals. Although we do not understand why juvenile vocal vari-

ability exists in some vocal non-learners, it illustrates how a trait

may be associated with imitative vocal learning but be insuffi-

cient on its own to drive it. Importantly, it further provides an

opportunity for studying the transition from vocal variability to

consolidation of structure in animal models in which external

feedback does not influence vocal development.

In other species, external sources do influence vocal variability

but do not influence the vocalizations that ultimately develop. For

example, parental interactions influence vocal production vari-

ability in juvenile marmosets, who exhibit a phase of highly vari-

able output over the course of vocal development (Elowson

et al., 1998; Pistorio et al., 2006). However, although these

parental interactions correlate with the developmental rate of

calls, they do not influence the final outcome of vocal develop-

ment, i.e., the acoustic structure of the adult vocalizations (Gul-

tekin and Hage, 2017).
Neuron 104, October 9, 2019 91



Figure 3. Vocal Production Variability and Feedback
During the plastic period of vocal development, diverse sources contribute to variability in vocal output and the neural motor signal that underlies it.
(A) Juvenile Japanese quail exhibit an initial period of vocal variability that wanes over the course of the development of their adult crow (adapted from
Derégnaucourt et al., 2009, photo credit Roger McLaughlin).
(B) Juvenile zebra finches similarly experience an initial period of high vocal variability (subsong), which gradually (via plastic song) crystallizes into the adult song
type. In both species, vocal variability decreases over development, but only in the finch does this decrease in vocal variability coincide with increasing similarity
to the song of the tutor, a process that requires auditory feedback (adapted from Fee and Goldberg, 2011, photo credit Laurie Boyle). In some respects, vocal
learning can thus be defined as the process by which internally guided developmental processes (as in the quail) become flexible to external influences (as in the
finch). Abbreviations: dph, days post-hatch.
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Among the simplest forms in which feedback adaptively influ-

ences vocal behavior is in the modulation of juvenile begging

calls. In many birds and mammals, infants engage in vocal

begging to solicit parental food provisioning. Although begging

calls are innate, competing nestlings and littermates alter the

variability of their calls, and at least in some cases, this variability

is guided by social and auditory feedback. This includes canon-

ical vocal learning taxa such as songbirds (David, 1988; Ligout

et al., 2016; Price et al., 1996; Tuero et al., 2015) and parrots

(Stamps et al., 1989) but also taxa with little or no evidence for

vocal learning, including cuckoos (Davies et al., 1998), pigeons

(Mondloch, 1995), pigs (Iacobucci et al., 2015;Weary and Fraser,

1995), meerkats (Manser and Avey, 2000), and pygmy marmo-

sets (Elowson et al., 1998). In songbirds, nestlings are able to
92 Neuron 104, October 9, 2019
modify their begging calls to more closely match the acoustic

structure of their parents’ song, the capacity for which is reduced

with lesions to the developing song system, suggesting that var-

iable nest begging behavior could represent a prerequisite for

the evolution of song learning (Liu et al., 2009).

The influence of auditory feedback on vocal variability extends

across varying timescales and stages of development: whereas

‘‘closed-ended’’ learners undergo only a single sensitive period

of exploratory vocal variability in their lifetimes, so-called

‘‘open-ended’’ learners maintain the ability to re-initiate the pro-

cess in adulthood (Beecher and Brenowitz, 2005; Brenowitz and

Beecher, 2005). This maintenance or reopening of vocal plas-

ticity does not necessarily occur as a result of social learning,

but rather in some cases is a result of changes in neuroendocrine



Figure 4. Vocal Versatility
This complex module includes two features: vocal diversity (vertical axis) and vocal plasticity (horizontal axis). Diversity of vocal repertoire is low in vocalizing fish
and crocodilians (A, adapted from Riede et al., 2011, photo credit Jackson Jost), with a small set of calls produced under a limited set of circumstances. Other
species may present a more diverse acoustic repertoire with a range of categorically discrete call types, as in the case of the macaque monkey (B, adapted from
Hauser et al., 1993, photo credit Rachid Homsany). Vocal plasticity may involve small modifications to pre-existing vocalizations to match a template, as in the
case of a harbor seal trained to imitate a sequence of human vowel formants (C, adapted and photo credit from Stansbury and Janik, 2019). In its most advanced
instantiation, species may present the ability to mimic other species, novel sounds, and complex series of syllables, motifs, and phrases, as in the common
starling (D, adapted from Ball et al., 2006, photo credit Pawe1 Więcek).
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factors, as in the case of the seasonal singing of many species of

songbirds and vocalizing fish (Forlano et al., 2015; Tramontin and

Brenowitz, 2000). Even in species that exhibit only a single crit-

ical period for vocal plasticity, experimental disruption of audi-

tory feedback leads to a dynamic increase in vocal variability

of a previously fixed vocalization, revealing an ongoing role for

this module in the experience-dependent maintenance of adult

vocalizations (Tschida and Mooney, 2012). At one extreme end

of this module one might include species like some thrushes

and nightingales that develop and maintain a high degree of

vocal variability in their repertoire by incorporating new elements

that do not appear to be guided by an external source, a process

often referred to as innovation or improvisation (Hughes et al.,

2002; Johnson, 2006).

Neural Mechanisms of Vocal Variability

Interestingly, exploratory variability is not a passive feature of

neural systems, but rather one that is dynamically regulated to

facilitate motor learning (Tchernichovski et al., 2001; Wu et al.,

2014). During juvenile song learning in zebra finches, the fore-

brain song nucleus LMAN—a component of the anterior fore-

brain loop required for song learning (Ölveczky et al., 2005)—

acts as a driver of vocal behavioral variability by injecting

variable, pseudo-random patterns of neuronal spiking into the

premotor output nucleus RA (Kao et al., 2005). Over the course

of learning, this variable output is refined by the influence of audi-

tory feedback-based error correction, which ultimately enables

the consolidation of learned adult song (Andalman and Fee,
2009; Gadagkar et al., 2016; Tschida andMooney, 2012; Warren

et al., 2011). In mammals, similar cortico-striatal-thalamo-

cortical loops enable flexible motor behavior learning (Dhawale

et al., 2017; Kreitzer and Malenka, 2008; Wise et al., 1996) and

could conceivably play a similar role in the context of vocal pro-

duction variability.

In sum, vocal production variability may change developmen-

tally, with or without feedback, and across varying life stages. In

songbirds, vocal variability is supported by a distinct neurobio-

logical substrate. This observation motivates a comparative

approach to identify the diverse mechanisms underlying vocal

variability across species.

Module 3: Vocal Versatility
Lastly, we propose a two-axis module which we term vocal

versatility. This module is defined as the combination of two

related traits: vocal diversity, which is the repertoire size of vocal

sounds a species is capable of producing, and vocal plasticity,

the degree to which this repertoire can be modified with experi-

ence (Figure 4). Vocal versatility thus ranges from species that

produce only a few innate calls, such as humming fish or croco-

dilians, to species with advanced interspecific mimicry and the

ability to imitate novel sounds not part of the species’ natural

repertoire, as exemplified by many songbirds and parrots. Like-

wise, this two-dimensional framework also includes species with

diverse vocal repertoires that are largely innate, such as the

domesticated chicken and macaque monkey, as well as species
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with fairly limited natural diversity of vocal sounds that are never-

theless amenable to learned modification, such as harbor seals.

In our description of this module, we discuss the relationship be-

tween the peripheral structures for sound production and the

neural circuits that control them, as well as how the potential

co-evolution of these two processes could subserve the evolu-

tion of vocal versatility.

Peripheral Components of Vocal Versatility: Source and

Filter

Broadly across vocalizing vertebrates, a primary vocal organ

(source) provides the soundwaves that serve as the basis for

vocal output (the larynx in frogs and most mammals, the phonic

lips in dolphins, or syrinx in birds). As the soundwaves propagate

through the vocal tract (the trachea, air sacs, pharynx, and/or

nasal cavity), they are ‘‘filtered’’ by a set of supralaryngeal struc-

tures (e.g., tongue, lips, jaw, palate, beak, trunk) that can dynam-

ically change the shape of the vocal tract and its resonance fre-

quencies. The source-filter theory distinguishes these physical

structures based on their role in shaping vocal output as well as

by their anatomical separation (Fant, 1960; Taylor and Reby,

2010). Importantly, it provides a helpful framework for conceptu-

alizing how different species may employ highly different periph-

eral mechanisms for influencing vocal versatility. For example,

songbirds are specialized for controlling the source (i.e., their sy-

ringes, but alsoparts of the filter system; seeElie andTheunissen,

2016). In humans, acoustic output is extensively shaped by

filtering (e.g., using our lips and tongue). Moreover, alternative

source and filtermechanismscanbe combined to achieve similar

ends. For instance, one elephant has been observed to imitate

some human speech sounds by mechanically manipulating his

oral cavity using his trunk, demonstrating a highly divergent

example of spectral filtering (Stoeger et al., 2012). Despite this di-

versity in vocal production mechanisms, there are common

threads across species, particularly in the neuronal mechanisms

of vocal plasticity. We organize our description of this module to

focus separately on the source and filter structures and their

distinct neurobiological mechanisms in each section.

Source: Evolution of Structure Complexity and

Forebrain Control

At the source level, several species have evolved unique adapta-

tions in their primary vocal organ to enable more flexible and

elaborate forms of vocal output. The syringeal anatomy of par-

rots and songbirds is more complex compared to non-learning

birds such as ducks and ibises (Ames, 1971; Warner, 1972).

Songbirds have further evolved a ‘‘superfast’’ syringeal muscula-

ture as well as the ability to independently control sound produc-

tion in each of the two sides of the syrinx. This in turn allows for

the production ofmore complex vocalizations, with the degree of

anatomical complexity possibly also correlating with the spe-

cies’ capacity for vocal imitation (Ames, 1971; Suthers, 1990;

Uchida et al., 2010; Warner, 1972; Zollinger and Suthers,

2004). To a lesser degree, some diversity in source complexity

is also observed across mammals. For example, the larynges

of some bats have also been found to contain superfast muscles

(Elemans et al., 2011). However, in most other vocal production

learning mammals, there is little evidence for increasing anatom-

ical complexity at the source level. Yet, many animals have found

creative alternate means of achieving vocal diversity by utilizing
94 Neuron 104, October 9, 2019
different anatomical properties of the source, including nonlinear

acoustic processes. Such is the case for the vocalizations of Af-

ricanwild dogs and pant-hoots of chimpanzees, where harmonic

calls are transformed into a graded series of increasingly com-

plex and noisy calls through relatively simple additive application

of respiratory pressure (Riede et al., 2004; Wilden et al., 1998).

However, changes in the anatomy of the vocal organ alone are

unlikely to be sufficient to enable more advanced forms of vocal

versatility. Recent support for this notion comes from anatomical

studies in non-human primates. While in the past it has been

claimed that the human ‘‘descended larynx’’ is uniquely evolved

to enable complex speech (Lieberman, 1984), more recent work

has disputed this claim, suggesting that even the vocal tract of

macaques may be ‘‘speech-ready,’’ missing only the necessary

neural structures for learning rather than the physiological ca-

pacity for more complex vocal production (Fitch et al., 2016).

Thus, in humans as in other vocal learners, it is believed that at

the level of the central nervous system, higher brain structures

must gain control over the brainstem, resulting in increased

source control, to facilitate higher vocal versatility.

Experimental work in humans and songbirds has illuminated

many of the neurobiological mechanisms underlying forebrain

control over vocal versatility (Dichter et al., 2018; Simonyan

and Horwitz, 2011; Sober et al., 2008). Nevertheless, further

work is needed to elucidate parallels and points of divergence

between findings in avian and mammalian systems. One poten-

tial approach is to search for shared mechanisms underlying the

capacity for modifying vocal pitch, a trait shared by several avian

and mammalian species including songbirds (Sober and Brai-

nard, 2012), parrots (Osmanski and Dooling, 2009), cetaceans

(Moore and Pawloski, 1990), pinnipeds (Stansbury and Janik,

2019), bats (Genzel et al., 2019; Prat et al., 2015, 2017), and

New World primates (Hotchkin et al., 2015; Zhao et al., 2019).

Identifying common neural mechanisms that facilitate this ca-

pacity would first require detailed delineation of forebrain struc-

tures that enable the adaptive modification of pitch. However,

this challenge is becoming more tractable with novel genetic

and anatomical tracing approaches for identifying homologous

brain structures and cell types across taxa (Briscoe and Rags-

dale, 2018; Pfenning et al., 2014).

Filter: Evolution of Structure Complexity and Forebrain

Control

While major research focus has been devoted to laryngeal and

syringeal control, we know relatively little about the diverse

mechanisms mediating articulatory filtering in vocalizing ani-

mals. Considering the crucial role of supralaryngeal structures

(such as the tongue) in enabling spectral shaping during vocal

production, this presents a major gap in our knowledge. Among

primates, direct motor cortex projections to the hypoglossal

nucleus (which innervates the tongue) appear to be absent in

saddle-back tamarin, be present to a degree in squirrel monkey

and rhesusmacaque, and be very dense in humans (J€urgens and

Alipour, 2002). This increase in density also correlates with an

overall increase in the degree of tongue involvement during

vocalizations in these species (J€urgens and Alipour, 2002).

Although the tongues of our closest relatives play a relatively

minor role in their vocal versatility, parrots display highly dynamic

control over their tongue, which plays a prominent role in the
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production of their extensive natural vocal repertoire as well as

their expert imitative abilities (Ohms et al., 2012; Patterson and

Pepperberg, 1994). Although parrots have been shown to have

more extensive forebrain circuitry for learned vocal behavior

than songbirds (Chakraborty et al., 2015), the extent to which

this circuitry plays a role in the control of vocal articulatory struc-

tures beyond the syrinx remains unexplored. Among bats, the

Egyptian fruit bat (Rousettus aegypticus) similarly displays an

exceptional degree of control over the tongue: whereas most

bats’ echolocation calls are produced from the larynx, in

R. aegypticus they are exclusively tongue based (Lee et al.,

2017; Yovel et al., 2011). These bats exhibit a capacity for

long-term and persistent vocal plasticity of their social commu-

nication calls across multiple spectral parameters (Genzel

et al., 2019; Prat et al., 2015, 2017), further supporting a potential

link between the degree of control over the articulatory filtering

structures and the capacity for vocal plasticity.

Coordination of Source and Filter

Many animal vocalizations involve some degree of coordination

between various source and articulatory filtering mechanisms

(as well as respiratory output), which is reflected in their increas-

ingly integrated representation at higher levels of vocal control

circuits (J€urgens, 2002). However, as the precise mechanisms

for the neural control of source and filter structures are seldom

examined in combination, the possible mechanisms for inte-

grating and controlling them remain largely unexplored. In hu-

mans, electrophysiological recordings during speech production

reveal that the larynx and articulatory structures each have

distinct somatotopic representations and temporally coordi-

nated activity in the sensorimotor cortex (Bouchard et al.,

2013). Based on the vocal production learner convergences

observed for laryngeal/syringeal control, it is likely that other

vocal learners could possess similar shared neurobiological

specializations for the coordinated cortical control of the articu-

latory structures that enable vocal versatility. We suggest that

comparative work across a diverse set of species to address

this possibility represents a rich domain for future neurobiolog-

ical inquiry.

Integration of Modules
We suggest that understanding the neurobiological underpin-

nings and evolution of vocal learning will require identifying the

full set of modules that are brought together to subserve the

emergence of the more complex vocal learning phenotype.
However, some discussion of how modules may be considered

both as discrete as well as interdependent components of the

broader behavioral phenotype is warranted.

Here, the reader may consider the analogy of a baker prepar-

ing a cake, requiring some combination of flour, eggs, butter,

sugar, and so forth. Just as each one of these ingredients may

be involved in many other recipes, so may a module involving

motor variability and feedback be involved in both song learning

and learning of a novel manual dexterity task (Wu et al., 2014).

Likewise, the baker may be a master or amateur at combining

these ingredients, just as increasing neurobiological integration

of these modules may be evolutionarily necessary to produce

the most accomplished, canonical examples of vocal learning.

The evolution of a novel behavior need not necessarily involve

the evolution of an entire system de novo. Rather, pre-existing

modules—along with the neural circuits, cell types, and/or mo-

lecular pathways that subserve them—may be repurposed in

combination with other modules to make something new.

As a demonstration of themodular framework, we highlight the

previously discussed example of acoustic jamming avoidance

during echolocation in bats foraging simultaneously (Figure 2B).

While this function could be achieved through purely temporal

synchronization (vocal coordination module), it may also be

accomplished by shifting the peak frequency of echolocation

calls to avoid interference with conspecifics (vocal versatility

module) (Ratcliffe et al., 2004; Ulanovsky et al., 2004) (Figure 5A).

Alternatively, other behavioral functions might require combina-

tion of modules. For instance, vocal imitation requires vocal

versatility, but also the ability to shift from high to low vocal vari-

ability over the course of learning (Fee and Goldberg, 2011)

(Figure 5B). More complex forms of vocal learning may require

greater integration of larger sets of modules: for instance, the

virtuosic, four-part synchronized chorusing of plain-tailed wrens

(Thryothorus euophrys) (Mann et al., 2006), as in medieval

polyphony or Baroque counterpoint in humans, requires vocal

variability and feedback, vocal versatility, and temporal coordi-

nation between singers for the behavior to be successfully

executed.

The open framework of our hypothesis, an essential property

of modular systems, acknowledges that at present we know

very little about the capacity for vocal learning of the vast major-

ity of extant animal species. We expect, and indeed encourage,

that further modules will be proposed as additional behavioral,

neurobiological, molecular, and genomic data are collected,
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and that existing modules may be disputed, discretized, or syn-

thesized as new evidence allows. Thus, the modular framework

does not represent an attempt to redefine or classify distinct cat-

egories of vocal learning—such helpful frameworks have already

been provided (Beecher and Brenowitz, 2005; Brenowitz and

Beecher, 2005; Janik and Slater, 2000). Rather, we present a

complementary perspective wherein vocal learning may be

considered as a unique combination of sub-traits, which may

each individually be learned or non-learned, and which may indi-

vidually be involved in many other behavioral processes as well.

This allows us to investigate different mechanistic aspects of

vocal learning in a broad context, across different species,

different behaviors, and different biological functions.
Conclusions
We formulate a framework for the study of vocal learning, in

which the behavior is proposed to be a complex trait comprised

of distinct but interdependent subcomponents, which we term

modules. Within this framework, we suggest three potential

modules: (1) vocal coordination, (2) vocal production variability

and feedback, and (3) vocal versatility. We propose that incorpo-

rating species along the different axes of distinct modules will

facilitate a better mechanistic and evolutionary understanding

of the building blockswhich together comprise the vocal learning

trait. The three modules discussed here benefit from positioning

species along these individual axes, starting from the origin (or

most rudimentary level) and advancing toward those champion

species that best exemplify each module. The broadly compar-

ative work that will be necessary to assess species across these

modules is greatly facilitated by rapid advancement in modern

genomic tools and computational approaches (Berger et al.,

2018; Bernstein et al., 2010; Buenrostro et al., 2015; Koepfli

et al., 2015; Kowalczyk et al., 2019; Teeling et al., 2018; Yue

et al., 2014; Zhu et al., 2018) that can enable linking complex

traits like vocal learning to their underlying neurobiological pro-

cesses. Ultimately, we believe modular and multidimensional

frameworks will allow for more efficient comparison of traits be-

tween human and animal models, as we may ask not which spe-

cies represents the singular best model for vocal learning, but

rather which particular aspects of vocal learning can best be

studied across a diverse plurality of model systems.
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